Wednesday, 25 June 2014

800 – 810: Welcome, Overview of Agenda (Kristovich and Steiger)

0.0 Data Status/Access, etc. (moderated by Kosiba)
810 – 835: DOWs: Summary of data collection and access (Kosiba and Wurman)
835 – 900: UWKA: Summary of data collection and access (Geerts)
900 – 925: Summary of all Sounding data collection and access (Luke Bard)
925 – 950: Summary of UAH system data collection and access (Knupp)

950 – 1005: Break

0.1 Data Status/Access, etc. (moderated by Kosiba)
1005 – 1030: Summary of Utah and U Albany systems data collection and access (Steenburg and Minder)
1030-1055: NCAR OWLeS archive and Data Access (Williams)

1. Individual Science Presentations, Part 1 (moderated by Steiger)
1055 – 1120: Kristovich et al.
1120 – 1155: Laird and Metz et al.
1155 – 1220: Clark, Sikora, Young, and Eiper (PSU and MU combined)

1220 – 130: Lunch (On Campus)

2. Individual Science Presentations, Part 2 (moderated by Kristovich)
130 – 155: Steenburg et al.
155 – 220: Minder et al.
220 – 245: Knupp et al.
245 – 310: Geerts et al.

310 – 325: Break

3. Individual Science Presentations, Part 3 (moderated by Geerts)
325 – 350: Frame et al.
350 – 415: Kosiba and Wurman
415 – 440: Steiger et al.

440 – 600-ish: Small group discussions (identify collaborators, discuss analyses, prioritize cases, etc.)

630: Group Dinner (at Red Sun Fire Roasting or Rudy’s)
Thursday, 26 June 2014

530 – 630: Lake Ontario early morning swim: A team-building activity (lead by Geerts)

800 – 815: Summary of small-group discussions from Wednesday afternoon

815 – 930: Large group discussion of case distribution, priorities, collaborations, etc. (moderated by Kosiba)

935 – 1035: Small group discussions

1040 – 1110: Discussion of BAMS article (moderated by Steenburg)

1110 – 1130: Wrap-up of the meeting, action items, deadlines, upcoming meetings, data questions, etc. (Kristovich)

1130: Lunch and/or leave for airport

Additional Information

Campus Parking:
Shineman Science Center, Parking passes available upon arrival

Presentations:
Please have your presentation on a thumb drive and load on the computer before (if possible!) your presentation time.

GoToMeeting Information:
1. Please join my meeting.
   https://www3.gotomeeting.com/join/876734774

2. Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended. Or, call in using your telephone:

   Dial +1 (213) 493-0606
   Access Code: 876-734-774
   Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting
   Meeting ID: 876-734-774